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Abstract— Construction robots are considered a promising solution for reducing onsite injuries and increasing productivity. One of the bottlenecks in deploying construction robots is solving the problem of robotic motion planning, considering the dynamic nature of construction sites. Specifically, current works in robotic motion planning for construction lack the generalization capacity for different tasks (i.e., a robot is generally optimized for a highly specialized task and fails to generalize when the task deviates slightly from its original form). In this paper, we proposed a reinforcement learning based approach for robotic motion planning using curriculum learning, which enables robots to conduct multiple construction tasks using a single trained agent. We tested our approach on three common construction tasks (ceiling installation, window installation, and flooring), resulting in an average success rate of around 80%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robotization of construction tasks has been deemed a promising path to reduce the risks of occupational injuries and increase the productivity of the onsite operations [1], [2]. This is because fundamental tasks onsite, such as reaching, carrying, and placing of construction materials and building objects (e.g., ceiling panel) are physically-demanding and repetitive operations which have the potential to obtain significant improvement through automation [1]. One of the main challenges of robotizing these tasks is the problem of robotic motion planning [3], which refers to producing an optimal trajectory to move onsite objects safely from a starting location to a goal placement.

Construction sites are considered dynamic environments, with constant movements of labor, equipment, and materials, which requires adaptive motion planning for construction robots [4]. In achieving this, two main types of solutions were proposed in previous works. The first type is to preprogram the motions of robots [5], [6]. Preprogrammed robots achieved a limited level of automation, especially when the robot itself [6] or parts of the tooling [5] are designed specifically for a task. These robots are designed to work in isolated and structured environments such as modular construction factories, where the movements and locations of the robots and operated objects are known at all times. However, these designed robots can only be used for the tasks they were designed for; hence lacking the capacity to generalize to other tasks even when they are similar. Another type is to implement and improve on classic motion planning methods such as sampling based motion planning (SMP) [7], [8], which attempt to obtain collision free trajectories by searching for an optimal series of sampled robot configurations given the geometric information of the robots and obstacles. However, the sampling process is computationally expensive if the geometries of the robot or obstacles are complex [9].

Reinforcement Learning (RL) has gained attention for improving the efficiency and generalization performance for robotic motion planning in dynamic environments [10]. In general, RL attempts to train an agent that produces an optimal policy, mapping the observed states (e.g., a robot arm’s joint positions) to actions (e.g., forces applied to the joints). RL allows for generalization of multiple similar tasks through Transfer Learning (TL) [11]. TL techniques utilize the transferability of Deep Neural Network (DNN) to learn similarities among different tasks. For instance, many construction tasks can be seen as a special case of the fundamental pick-and-place task; therefore, it is feasible to train a single general agent for pick-and-place with embedded uncertainties such as starting and final placements, and then use the general agent to conduct multiple different but similar tasks such as ceiling installation and window installation.

In this study, an RL based motion planning approach is proposed to conduct three different construction tasks using a 6 Degree of Freedom (DoF) robotic arm in a Virtual Construction Environment (VCE). We first built a realistic VCE using a game engine (i.e., Unity3D) as the training and testing environment for the RL agent. We then trained the agent, named the general agent, for the fundamental pick-and-place task. Training of the general agent followed a designed training plan based on Curriculum Learning (CL) [12], which schedules the training by ascending difficulty. Lastly, we tested the generalization performance of the general agent on three common construction tasks, namely, flooring, window installation, and ceiling installation. To further prove the effectiveness of our approach, we trained three additional agents without CL as control group agents. The results were evaluated by the final cumulative reward and the success rate of each task.

II. METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENT DESIGN

In this section, training and testing of the general agent will be introduced (see Figure 1). We first provide details regarding the development of the VCE in Unity3D. Next, we introduce details about training of the general agents based on CL. Finally, we provide details regarding the
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The development of the VCE has three main steps, as: 1) set up the physical characteristics (e.g., dimensions, weight) of objects in the VCE; 2) deploy virtual sensors for task completion detection; 3) establish a link between the RL agent and the VCE. For the first step, our VCE was designed as a construction site for a two-story building that includes a 6 DoF robot arm, a target object (i.e., ceiling panel, window, and flooring panel), three types of openings as the goal placement (i.e., goal position and orientation for the target object), and several barriers that make sure the target objects do not exceed the reachable area of the robot. We set the force limit of the robot to be 400 N, which is sufficient for lifting the target object weighted 15 kilograms. Examples of the three types of opening are shown in Fig. 1b.

Then, we set up the virtual sensors to detect whether the robot has completed the following sub-tasks: 1) picking up the target object and 2) placing the target object at a predefined goal placement. For picking, the agent aims to reach the target object within the distance tolerance. After picking up, the target object is attached to the gripper panel by adding a constant force from the target object to the panel. For placing, the agent attempts to place the target object at a predefined goal placement within the distance and angle tolerance.

The reward function design is based on the goals of completing the above sub-tasks. Designing a successful reward function is one of the most important parts in RL as it decides the success of the task completion. In this study, the
reward function $R$ is composed of two parts, including an extrinsic reward $R^E$ and a curiosity-based intrinsic reward $R^I$ [18], shown in Fig. 2.

**Algorithm 1: Reward function**

```plaintext
for episode s = 1 to N do
  for training step t = 1 to MaxStep do
    # get intrinsic reward from the agent's exploration#
    $R^E_s$ = the distance between the next state's predicted feature and the ground truth
    # get extrinsic reward from the environment#
    $R^E_t = \text{MaxStep}$
    if GoalReached then
      $R^E_s = 1$ (only assigned for the first time)
    if Placed then
      $R^E_s = 2$
    # get total reward#
    $R_t = R^E_t + R^I_s$
    End current episode
  else
    continue
end
```

Fig. 2: The reward function design

3) Curriculum Learning based Training Plan: To make stable improvements during training, we designed a CL-based training plan for the general agent (see Table I). Table I contains three training criteria: 1) the distance tolerance for reaching the target object $\tau_{\text{pick}}^s$; 2) the distance tolerance for reaching the goal placement $\tau_{\text{place}}^s$; 3) the angle tolerance for placing the target object $\tau_{\text{angle}}^s$. Every row in Table I represents a curriculum plan of the agent. The model parameters (i.e., policy function, q value function, and the intrinsic reward function) of the general agent starting from cp2 inherits model parameters resulted from the former curriculum plan.

**TABLE I: Curriculum Plan (cp) for the general agent**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training criteria</th>
<th>$\tau_{\text{pick}}^s$ (m)</th>
<th>$\tau_{\text{place}}^s$ (m)</th>
<th>$\tau_{\text{angle}}^s$ (degree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cp1</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cp2</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cp3</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cp4</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Testing Generalization of the General Agent on Three Construction Tasks

We tested generalization performance of the general agent on three construction tasks, namely window installation, ceiling installation, and flooring. These three tasks can be seen as a pick-and-place task but are different in the operations of placing the target object. More specifically, for window installation, the window should be placed vertically at the goal placement; for ceiling installation, the ceiling panel should be placed horizontally above the robot; for flooring, the flooring panel should be placed horizontally on the ground. To further test the effectiveness of our training plan, we trained three additional agents for the three tasks without the curriculum plan, as a control group. The control group agents (i.e., controlGroup4.1, controlGroup4.2, and controlGroup4.3) used the same training criteria as cp4 shown in Table I. We used the cumulative reward and the success rates of picking $\frac{N_{\text{pick}}}{N_{\text{episode}}}$ and placing $\frac{N_{\text{place}}}{N_{\text{episode}}}$ as evaluation metrics.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we show the training results of the general agent and the comparison between the general agent and the control group agents.

A. Training Results of the General Agent

The training results of the general agent are shown in Fig. 3. Each line of the same color base refers to the cumulative extrinsic reward over two million action steps. The transparent line around the solid line represents the raw data while the solid line refers to the moving average of the raw data. From Fig. 3, we can see that cp1 and cp2 converged to a reward around 2.5 while the cp3 and cp4 converged to a slightly lower reward of around 2.1. This is because the acceptable placing of the target object for each type of goal placement was similar in cp1 and cp2. However, the acceptable placing became distinct for different goal placement in cp3 and cp4 with smaller angle tolerance. Overall, cp1 to cp4 all approached the upper bounds of the cumulative reward of 3 (i.e., 1 for picking and 2 for placing).

B. Comparison between the General Agent and the Control Group Agents

The cumulative reward results of cp4 and the control group agents are shown in Fig. 4. It can be observed that the final cumulative rewards of all control group agents were lower than that of cp4. This indicates that the training criteria of cp4 might be too difficult for the agents to learn without prior knowledge.

We tested the generalization performance of the general agent by executing the inference of the learned general agent for an additional 50K action steps for each construction task. The success rates of the testing (i.e., cp4) and the control group agents are shown in Table II. It can be that the general agent achieved higher success rates in all three tasks. To elaborate, the control group agents have an average picking success rate of around 63%, much lower than the average testing result (89%) of the general agent. For placing, the control group agents have an average success rate of around 1.7%, much lower than the average testing result (89%) of the general agent. For placing, the control group agents have an average success rate of around 1.7%, indicating that the curriculum plan is effective for stable improvement of the training. It can also be observed that the placing success rate (68.04%) for ceiling installation is lower than the other two tasks (84.82% and 85.17%). An important reason is that the motion planning for ceiling installation is more difficult than the other tasks. For instance, the agent is supposed to flip the robot’s gripper to place the ceiling panel because the goal placement is above the robot. On the other hand, the agent can simply rotate the base joint to place the floor panel since the initial orientation of the panel remains the same as its goal placement.
Fig. 3: Cumulative reward over the number of action steps for the general agent

Fig. 4: Cumulative reward over the number of action steps for the cp4 and the control group agents

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, we explored the generalization performance of the proposed RL based robotic motion planning approach in a virtual construction environment. We first built a realistic virtual construction environment. Then we trained the general agent following a designed curriculum learning based training plan. We showed the generalization performance of the general agent by testing it on three common construction tasks, namely ceiling installation, window installation, and flooring. Finally, we showed the effectiveness of the designed curriculum plan by comparing the results of the control group agents and the general agent. Only three common construction tasks were tested using the approach, but our approach can be easily extended to other construction tasks such as paneling and framing. We also noticed that the generalization performance of the general agent differs among the tested tasks due to the difference of the task difficulties, which is the main limitation of this study. In the future, we intend to design a more flexible algorithm to better distinguish the difference among tasks, since the current RL agent design only captures the similarity among the tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction task</th>
<th>Training criteria</th>
<th>N_{pick}^{avez} (%)</th>
<th>N_{place}^{avez} (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling installation</td>
<td>controlGroup4.1/cp4</td>
<td>63/80/84/55</td>
<td>0.32/68.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window installation</td>
<td>controlGroup4.2/cp4</td>
<td>62/89/95.32</td>
<td>0.30/84.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooring</td>
<td>controlGroup4.3/cp4</td>
<td>64.7/88.43</td>
<td>4.45/85.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TABLE II: The success rates of cp4 testing and the control group agents